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Abstract. The mechatronics systems are inalienable
part of present industrial progress. They are extended
from small micro devices in nano range up to huge sys-
tems like ocean liners. Common for such systems is pres-
ence of four important components: mechanical system
providing energy from electrical motors managed by an
electronic with software control. Mechatronics is tech-
nology combining electronics and mechanical engineer-
ing. The microsystems (MEMS) are excluded from our
consideration. Mechatronics systemswill be restricted to
dynamical systems in this paper. Themovement is neces-
sary part of dynamics. The company, manufacturing the
all four components of mechatronics device, is absolute
exception in industry. The most of companies are suppli-
ers of one or two subcomponents to the whole mecha-
tronics system. Every supplier takes a focus on ownprod-
uct and its domain. The simulation is not required at all if
device works fine after assembling. This ideal case hap-
pens not very often because of growing complexity. In
reality, there are a number of loops to set device in ro-
bust working state. At present, the modern progress is
very paradoxal: the systems are becomingmore complex
and at the same time, they are designed in shorter pe-
riod. The system simulation can help to cope with these
difficulties. The problems, connected with the system
simulation, are considered in this paper from industrial
point of view. Electrical window regulator will be anal-
ysed as an example of mechatronics system. It has all
necessary components like mechanical part with motor-
controlled electronics with software. The simulation sys-
tem BroSAnT will be given as an example of realization
the system analyse.

Introduction
Today, the progress of industry is characterized with
high dynamics. Every domain has its own inner devel-
opment. Electronics is on the way of quantity expansion
(more CPUs, memories and so on) and minimization of

sizes (microminiaturization the chips). The mechanics
tries to optimize the weight of construction (new forms
and materials). The software offers more functionali-
ties. The drives and motors are offered in very wide
choice in power, sizes and prices. All these processes
run under the pressure of costs and time. All these ef-
fects influence the process of development the mecha-
tronics systems. Plenty questions arise during the de-
velopment of the system modelling. Every simulation is
to answer at certain special questions. The many ques-
tions can be formulated to whole system during the de-
velopment. At the same time, there are relatively small
number among them, which are technically correct for-
mulated. The main attention to system is in its func-
tionality. The functionalities of the product are strate-
gical moment in business. The management makes the
decisions about the desired functionality. The skill of
management is concentrated in economic and financial
area as a rule. That is why, they formulate the cor-
rect technical questions very seldom. The process of
globalization leads to growth the managing structures
and their hierarchy. The technical knowledge and ex-
perience remain at the bottom of this hierarchy. The
opinion of experts has the small weighting on taking
the decisions. Technical understanding is the first what
is needed for mechatronics simulation. Wherefore, the
target group of mechatronics simulation is engineering
staff for integration system from supplied subsystems
(components). Usually this staff is called application
team. The assembling of system is the right place for
system simulation of mechatronics systems. But there
is no time for simulation as a rule in project schedule.
The development of components is already almost fin-
ished at the phase of system integration. Every change
of the component prototype leads to increasing the costs
of product. The last member in the development chain
of the system, namely the integration (application) en-
gineer, is the judge for what must be changed for opti-
mal system operation. But this engineer is not decision-



maker. The economic competition and market pressure
give rise to shifting the decision-making to purchasing
department. The decisions of dominated financial sec-
tors often lead to some technical problems which arise
later during the integration phase or yet even later dur-
ing recall campaigns.

The industrial planning process goes out from the
point of view that all components are designed prop-
erly for its functional purposes. The stumble stone is
here the possible problem which can occur during the
integration subsystems. All components meet all pur-
chaser’s requirements and despite that, the device does
not operate properly. The system simulation would be
helpful on phase of the formulating the proper require-
ments for components. However, it is no clear enough
who should provide such simulation for the integra-
tion engineering at this phase. The business of suppli-
ers is already finished after delivery their product. As
a rule, the supplier is not required to deliver a model
of its component, which could be used for simulation
purposes. The modelling on system level can be used
for different purposes. An excellent introduction in the
modelling of mechatronics devices can be found in [1].

1 Mechanical part
The stress, strain, stability, durability and endurance are
in focus of interests the mechanics during the develop-
ment of mechanical devices. The creation of mechan-
ical construction begins from CAD (Computer-Aided
Design) drawing. It is very easy to produce an anima-
tion of a moving object based on its geometry at this
phase. For mechanical engineering the animation of
motion is the first step of understanding functionality
of the system. The important questions arise already in
initial phase of design: tolerances, choice of materials,
the geometry variations under wear-out, temperature In-
fluences and so on. The engineer gets answers for these
questions partly from test, partly from own experience
and simple calculations, sometimes from literature and,
of course, from the simulation department. There are a
number of complex tools, which are trying to answer on
questions of interest.

Very often, CAD drawings are the initial input as
source for mechanics simulations. Engineer uses the
geometrical drawings for creation of simulation model.
The next step is to fill CAD geometry with physical
content of material properties. After that, the different
kinds of element connections (joints) have to be cre-

ated. At this manner, the model for MBS (MultyBody
Simulation) is created. ADAMS(MSC Software) and
SIMPACK(Dassult Systèmes) are typical examples of
MBS and are used at early development phase. There
are many simulators in MBS group from commercial
up to free like MBDYN. All of them produce an
excellent animation of system motion. Often, they
combine the analytical approach with numerical FEM
(Finite Element Method). The model parametrization
is most important and difficult part during its building
for modelling of dynamics. Parameter identification is
the weakest place of simulation. For example, transla-
tional and rotational stiffnesses are needed to set in all 3
dimensions for free joint. It is needed already to deter-
mine 6 unknown parameter for only single. Next step is
to bring in modelling object the loses (for example, fric-
tion) in form of acting external or internal forces. There
is not sure information sources for it in many cases.
All this information is not really needed for kinematic
animation, which is frequently mixed up with the re-
sult of dynamical motion. The complexity of inner
life of the tools from one side and requirement for easy
usability of it from another one, leads to creation a user-
friendly GUI (Graphical User Interface). All computa-
tional mechanism is hidden behind this user interface.
The inexperienced user is very often overloaded by the
amount of information necessary for simulation. The
geometrical preparation (proper mesh) of the model is
no single task of simulation engineer. The user of such
tool has to provide a lot of information about external
environment: external forces for stress and strain sim-
ulation (boundary conditions). Wherein, it is oft for-
gotten, that the quality of output information depends
not only from tool but also from quality of input in-
formation. The model will be simulated after success-
ful geometrical preparation, filling physical content and
forces in it. The result analysis is required no less expe-
rience than task of preparation for the input data . Sev-
eral models are arisen at the end of development the
mechanics. They bring the answers on various problem
formulations . As a rule, all of them are pure analog.

2 Electrical part
The electronics task in system simulation seems only
easier as mechanical one. The correct management
of motor requires proper functionality under unlimited
combinations of conditions and effects. The most im-
portant of them are thermal and climate influences. The



manufacturing tolerances are strong connected with
prices. It has also to be taken into account. The temper-
ature appears two time as object of interest. The thermal
behaviour electronics components is studied in differ-
ent environment conditions and operation modes. The
diverse simulations are created during the development
the controlling device. The focus of interests is shifted
in direction of robust operation in the prescribed envi-
ronment. The new field of interest, in comparison with
mechanics, is EMC (ElectroMagnetic Compatibility).
3D-models are used for estimation of electromagnetic
radiation and temperature distribution. The function-
ality of electronics component is studied at the begin
of design process by means of simulation the electrical
schematic. The thermal and EMC models of electron-
ics are analog almost always, but functional one con-
sists from both analog and digital parts. The animation
is fully absent as part of result analysis in simulation
world of electronics. There are many models of elec-
tronics components, which are based its behaviour. The
physical complexity of electronics cannot be described
by means of simple analytical mathematical language.
The progress of electronics have gone more empiric
than mechanics. The creation of the stable working
electronics devices is not possible without clear under-
standing of the functionality of its elements. The sup-
plier provides already the most important parameter of
electronics part for the functional modelling. In contrast
of mechanisc, the absence of animation during the de-
velopment of electronics played positive role for elec-
tronics progress. The same as in mechanics develop-
ment, many models of electronics are created for differ-
ent purposes and types. There are analog, digital and
mixed models.

3 Software part
The smart thinking is very important part of modern
mechatronics system. It is packaged in form software
(so called firmware) in electronics chip. That is why
that the software in mechatronics sense is also part of
modern electronics. The irony of progress consists in
that the "brain" of mechatronics system is fully digital
in contrast to real world which is analog (at least macro
world). The peculiarity of software part is decep-
tiveness of easy, cheap and fast development. But it is a
part as complex as the two others. Only its distribution
is easy and cheap. As a rule, the software is relative
unproblematic to adapt for usage in simulation. The

proficiency is in that the "small adaptation” of software
should behave the same like original one. The software
plays in mechatronics simulation very important role. It
is "an incorrupt judge" to the suitability and quality of
the rest of the simulation. The software knows nothing
about the rest of the simulation. It can be embedded
in real hardware or only in reproduction of its reality.
If the software shows the same behaviour in simulation
as in real hardware, it means that the modelled rest of
system is proper for this deepness level. The great ad-
vantage the software part in comparison with rest parts,
that it can be embedded in whole simulation in form
shared library like dll or so. The problem of know-how
protection is usually solved with it.

4 Drive part

The energy source is needed for dynamics and namely
for motion. The electrical motor is used as the source
of energy for most of mechatronics systems. There are
huge range of motors from micro up to giant size. The
great range of different constructions is available nowa-
days. The transformation of electrical energy in me-
chanical one is common intended purpose of all motors.
Series of simulations arise during the development of
motor. The motor models are developed and used dur-
ing development of mechanics or electronics also. Pe-
culiarity the development of motors is the simulation of
magnetic field dynamics for proper choice of its topol-
ogy.

The development of this mechatronics component
is closely connected with both domains: in mechan-
ics (dynamical movement, friction) and in electron-
ics (current-voltage characteristics, thermal behaviour).
Constructive combination of the motor with some gears
leads to conception of the drive. The end user is needed
power from supplying energy. The power can be got
from motor through rotational velocity. For example,
the drive unit of electrical window regulator consists
from electrical motor combined with worm gear. This
constructive combination brings the properties named
self-locking. At the end of drive development, a few
different models are available. Every of them answers
on specific class of questions. There are both analog
and digital models, 1D and 3D.



5 Simulation integration

From above mentioned, the idea comes about the in-
tegration already available simulations into some over-
all system simulation. This concept is named FMI
(Functional Mock-Up Interface). It is some kind of
generalization of the concept of co-simulation, where
two or more simulators run in parallel simultaneous.
They exchange information with each other during run-
ning process. The main idea of this concept is to or-
ganize the interface for information exchange between
dynamical models of different components. Another
concept consists in attempting to describe as many as
possible subsystems in frame of the same language. It
gives possibility to use a single simulator for evalua-
tion. There are various trends going out from differ-
ent domains. The electronics gone way to extend the
available language on integration of mechanics in it.
The VHDL (Very High Speed Integrated Circuit Hard-
ware Description Language)) was extended to VHDL
AMS (Analog Mixed Signal) on this way [2]. The lan-
guage SIMSCAPE(Mathwork) was come from software
and algorithm sector. It was wish to stay in environment
SIMULINK(Mathwork). The language MODELICA was
initiated from mechanics and drive domains for pos-
sibility to analyse the whole system [3]. There are
few of simulators both commercial and free based on
MODELICA language. All these languages are based
on principles network simulation (nodal analysis). The
main purpose of this languages is to find some small set
of basic (fundamental) models with aim to enclose as
many as possible mechanical effects. The main device
classes should be built by means of these properties. It
is like searching the letters for alphabet to allow writing
as many as possible words by means this language.The
set should not be very big but versatile and powerful.
All models can be divided in two groups "fundamen-
tal properties" and "constructive solutions". Example
of last one is rack and pinion model, which serves for
transformation from rotational to translational move-
ment and vice versa. Classical example of fundamental
model is model of mass, which is described the effect
of inertia. Property of elasticity is modelled with ideal
spring and so on. The simulators are based on network
concept (node and mesh principles) The base laws for
electrical domain are Kirchhoff’s laws. Kirchoff’s law
for nodes: The algebraic sum of ingoing and outgo-

ing currents (Ii) in any node is equal to zero.

n

∑
i=1

Ii = 0

Kirchoff’s law for mesh: The sum of voltage drops
(∆Vi) around any closed loop is zero.

n

∑
i=1

∆Vi = 0

Analogue of Kirchoff’ node law is in mechanics
D’Alembert’s principle of inertial: The sum of all
forces inclusive inertial forces (Fi) in node is equal
zero.

n

∑
i=1

Fi = 0

The mesh Kirchoff’s law has analogy in mechanics with
principle of continuity the mesh: The algebraic sum of
all deformations (∆ui) around any closed loop is zero
(the mechanical chain is not permitted to be disrupted).

n

∑
i=1

∆ui = 0

The language VHDL AMS is standardized. But there
is not defined in language standard the force flow direc-
tion. The model of mass can be defined as

F i =−m∗ ẍ or F i =+m∗ ẍ
It does not matter which definition is taken. They are
valid both and can have a place. There is very unusual
treatment of inertia properties in [4]. This model de-
scribes only action of inertial force F i the mass m in
the node by an acceleration ẍ. The consequences of
this choice have at once influence on choice the sign
for the elasticity force in spring and rest of mechanical
elements dealing with force. For example, ideal elas-
ticity properties should have the cooresponing to mass
model sign

Fe =−k ∗∆x or Fe =+k ∗∆x
Where Fe- elastic force, k - spring stiffness, ∆x - its
deformation relative to unstressed state. The choice
of sign (force flow direction) is in language standard
VHDL not prescribed. That is why it is not reasonable
to use VHDL AMS mechanical model without know-
ing which direction is chosen. It is relatively easy to de-
termine chosen direction for two terminal model. But it
is not so trivial it to determine for model with many ter-
minals. At present, there are a wide range of mechanical
models with one or another direction. The both variants



are used actual. Models from electrical sector are not
affected by the sign choice on mechanical forces. In
MODELICA the flow of force in flanges is clearly de-
fined. It is useful to clear out requirements for simu-
lation from the target user group sight. It brings more
clarity for way the creation of the system simulation for
whole mechatronics device.

6 Requirements for system
simulation

The target group of potential users of system simu-
lation was already defined as integration engineering
team. To make the whole system to more robust and
safety, they need the virtual prototype of their system
for successful and effective working. The wish of in-
tegration (application) team is to build the whole sys-
tem from "black" boxes: mechanical part, control elec-
tronics with software, electrics (drive). The simulation
building should be reflected in this approach: the pa-
rameter which are known from real system combination
should be reflected in the simulation parameters. Only
developer of subsystem has deepest knowledge about
it’s at most an can estimate on expert level quality of be-
haviour own subsystem especially in case of fail prob-
lem. But the behaviour is their component in whole
system is not so well known for them, because they de-
velop component stand-alone without rest environment.
They are indifferent to whole system. Only proper be-
haviour their part is interested and important for them.

System integration is the last member in develop-
ment chain. The time pressure is very probable at the
end of project schedule. It leads to demand on restric-
tion the simulation time. Many days-simulations can
be acceptable on component development phase. But it
is unacceptable during integration period. The parame-
ter set should be famous to integration engineers from
their daily work. The integrators don’t need very pre-
cise information from component’s sector. Some spe-
cific requirement comes from our experience for long
period: very important to organize the clear and effec-
tive simulation analysis of their results. The many dif-
ferent situations can be simulated for the virtual device
with relative quick calculation time during short period.
It can come to information chaos if the system of result
analysis is not well organized.

There are the big differences on usage simulation
tool in different component’s domain. It is connected
with complexity of tools, duration of evaluation time,

post process proceeding and so on. In mechanics do-
main the simulation activity is separated from construc-
tion sector. The dominant method of calculation is FEM
in mechanical domain. Usage of this method needs
the big and complex process of preparation the input
data, long calculation time and laborious post process
for analysis of the results. It leads to natural separa-
tion simulation engineering from construction one. Ta-
ble calculation tool Excel is used frequently for their
own calculation. The situation is differed in electron-
ics sector. The FEM approach is used as in mechanics
for some complex simulation how heat distribution in
space (3D) of electronics plate. But functional simula-
tion is made by electronics developer itself. The simu-
lation usage is separated from developer only partly in
software sector. Sometimes the developer himself sim-
ulates its part with SIMULINK or others simulator. Dif-
ferent simulations are in use by electrics (drive) sector
for choice topology of motors, prognoses of acoustic
and thermal behaviour and so on. Almost all of them
are based on FEM calculation. Their simulation usage
is separated from direct developer. They have own sim-
ulation teams.

It happens very seldom that the first integration of
all subsystems is acceptable at once for series produc-
tion. The integration loops are need for optimization of
interaction the system parts with each other. Simulation
of whole system can be very useful to determine what
must be changed and why. The subsystem suppliers are
usually locally distributed. That is why, the network
accessibility to simulation is strong required.

7 System dynamics

The dynamical interaction between subsystems during
the movement is absent on subsystem level. Especially
it is important in situation when the system state is
changing. It can be changed from movement to stop or
start up process. The most of dynamics is concentrated
in start-stop phases. The next important point is con-
nected with digital behaviour of simulation system. The
pure "zero" does not exist in simulation the same as in
reality. Classical analytical oscillation model "spring-
mass" with damping is represented by equation

m · ẍ+d · ẋ+ k · x = 0 (1)

where mass m oscillates on the spring with stiffness k
and damping d. This model reflects many cases from



reality very good. The only problem is with it that
the mass in this model is never stopped according to
this model despite presenting of damper in system.
Usage of the classical model for dry friction (2) leads
frequently to numerical oscillation [5]. The concise
mathematical definition of dry friction is not simple to
realize in frame of simulation language. The numerical
stop state means zero velocity. The stop (zero-velocity
state) depends on computers, tools, used algorithms
during computation and many other reasons. By
this way the new parameter is appeared in models
something like " if velocity is less as 10E-15, it means
that the velocity is equal zero". It is the usual way of
behaviour modelling.

F f ric =


−k ·N · ẋ

|ẋ| , if ẋ 6= 0
−F, if ẋ = 0, |F | ≤ k ·N
−k ·N · F

|F | , if ẋ = 0, |F |> k ·N
(2)

where F is the resultant of all forces, other than fric-
tional ones, N - magnitude of normal (pressure) force,
k - friction coefficient and ẋ - velocity of point the ap-
plied friction force.

Dynamics will have more and more place in all
mechatronics system in future. It is consequence of
economic competition in the world. The mechanical
part is optimized for minimization of energy consump-
tion during movement. It lead to reduction of losses in
motion, what means the reducing friction forces. The
second term in (1) damping d is nothing else the fric-
tion, which is dependent from velocity of motion. The
less damping coefficient d is this differential equation,
the more dynamics is in system mass-spring.

The friction in mechanics (losses) is negative feed-
back from point of view of the system theory. It is
well known, if the smaller negative feedback is in sys-
tem, then the less stable system is. All what is won
from smooth-running system (smaller energy source,
weight), will be lost in fight for system stabilization.
Not the only mechanics struggles with friction. In elec-
tronics the analogue of friction is heat. The thermal
management plays important role in usage of electron-
ics. The classical mechanics has great progress for ideal
case - without losses like friction. All analytical meth-
ods in mechanical science is functioned fine so long
the friction forces or thermal effects are absent. But
main friction laws (Amontons’, Coulomb’s) are empir-
ical, however. Drive of window regulator has motor ar-
mature which is the worm of worm gear at the same
time. Worm gear is used in car window regulator for po-

sition keeping of glass in case of switched off electrical
motor. However, the price for it, is immolation the ef-
ficiency of drive. The self-locking of worm drive needs
not the less than 50% of losses. All these losses are
friction. The simulation in mechatronics without con-
sidering friction at system level has no practical sense
at all. The implementation of mathematical description
for friction (2) in simulation language represents the
challenge for every developer [6]. The model should
reflect not only mathematical sense but also be a numer-
ically robust. There are a lot of other thing to do by it
beside integration subsystem in whole system. They are
activities like validation of simulation quality, constant
update of libraries of subsystem, educating the subsys-
tem supplier on effect of the embedding their compo-
nent in whole system. The requirements for models are
permanent changed with growing understanding of the
system. It is useful to keep in mind, that any model is
only a reflection of some reality side. By strong decli-
nation form initial problem, it can be occurred that the
model is out "it’s working range". New model or ex-
tension for old one is asked for new problem formula-
tion. It is important always do not forget the "golden
rule": the model should be lightweight as possible, but
it has to consist all necessary properties for answering
on questions to simulation. The verification and vali-
dation of subsystem models belong also to activities of
system region, because of the model developer has not
the complete test environment. It is very important not
lose the sense of system view despite constant wishes
for its extension. There are domain specific tools ex-
actly for these purposes. The building of the system
simulation requires the right system vision, which based
on experience of developer and close cooperation with
component designer.

8 BroSAnT like example of
system simulation

BroSAnT is acronym from Brose System Analyse Tool
[7]. The electrical Window Regulator (WR) for auto-
mobile is one among the products of company Brose.
This regulator is perfect representative of mechatron-
ics system. The physical drive is motor combined con-
structive with worm gear. The BroSAnT is ordinary
client-server service for whole company worldwide. Of
course, the service is accessible for the users having
proper access rights.

Almost any mechatronics system is potential dan-



gerous for user. The uncontrolled energy flow can dam-
age the human. The WR is not exclusion from this
rule. To provide safety usage of electrical WR, there
is requirement for protect the human against pinch by
means of window glass in domestic legislations. These
legal requirements differ a little bit from country to
country. But in principal, it is the same by all: elec-
trical WR with automatic lift up function must have
anti-trap protection against damaging of human un-
der all conditions. A contact jam is allowed. But
maximal jam force is restricted to 100 Newtons. The
term "all condition" is more as 3D test space: (cli-
mate (−40◦C
+80◦C), working(9V 
 16V ) - testing
(10 N

m ;20 N
m ;65 N

m ), time(now 
 ∞). In addition to, the
measure gauge can be place at any placed on window
glass. That is why, it is very important to have virtual
tool for preliminary testing of setting of firmware. The
focus of simulation was an maximal force reached dur-
ing clamping before reversing of the window glass.

The building of virtual WR reflects the real devel-
opment process: choose the mechanical variant of WR,
drive, electronics and firmware. Some input blocks are
also added, to tune the measure and working condition.
There is possibility to set measure gauge position on
glass, stiffness of it. The glass geometry was consid-
ered through setting the action direction the gauge. The
whole switch sequence and battery voltage are in in-
put block of working condition, because the firmware
was embedded with minimal adaptation. Additional
information about the door of car and mass of glass
was placed in separate input block. The choice of in-
put information was minimized only for indeed nec-
essary. The task is sending on to server after creation
the WR with chosen parameters. Server sends back the
simulation result of transient simulation to client after
calculation of given task,. All models were developed
in VHDL AMS. The simulator is SABER(Synopsis) at
present. But thanks, VHDL AMS standardization can
be changed on some another simulator. It is clear that
mechanical engineer has not so deep knowledge about
drive, electronics and or software. That is why concept
of model libraries of components was realized. For ex-
ample, the drive choice is based on name of drive man-
ufacture and it’s model. The simulation time is about
the real time. It is very satisfactory for end user.

If other questions are set to simulation, it can lead to
some other tool and modelling language. The process
of anti-trap function remains, but the problem is state
a little bit another like that "Which influence does the

glass tiling have on clamping process?" Another tool
was chosen for answering on this question. More de-
tailed glass geometry information was needed for this
problem. The simulator was chosen MATHEMATICA

(Wolfram Research Inc.) with its own language: WL
(Wolfram Language):. The information about this
modelling is in [8]. In the first simulation [7], the most
important was distribution the kinetic energy between
participants of motion. The friction and mass distribu-
tions become the leading role in second simulation. The
simulation process remains the same despite usage of
different simulators (SABER and MATHEMATICA). It
is based on the server client concept. All information,
which the simulator is needed, is keeping on server.
The client knows model only through its parametriza-
tion. For end-user the model is only named parameter
set. Such simulation has great potential, because yet on
development phase, the different domain can test some
future features which are too expensive to realize in re-
ality or at all not possible. If all subsystems are inside
single company, how it was in BroSAnT case, it is eas-
ier to get information and feedback from the subsystem
supplier. But it is more exclusion as rule.

The parametrization of model is very significant for
simulation building according this concept from one
side. From another one, essential knowledge about the
subsystem is very important. The parameter set says
very much about what is the most important for com-
ponent from view as participant in system cooperation.
Some companies are active by simulation usage, other
make accent on testing methods or rely on own expe-
rience. The companies, which supplied such parts like
seal, simulate by means of FEM the elastic properties to
get the necessary pressure profile for sure sealing. But
there is no simulation activities by them during the time
that glass goes up or down. The friction, which is the
most responsible for dynamic behaviour, is up to now
not in focus of their interest. The frictional properties
of seal are very strong dependent from climate, thermal
and assembling conditions. It makes the formulation of
problem more difficult.

If only single parameter is in input unknown, it can
be found on the base of comparison simulation result
with measure some value (parameter identification pro-
cess). Unfortunately, the case single unknown param-
eter is more exclusion as rule. It is needed high profi-
ciency to proper model parametrization.

Measuring methods, in anti trap actions, play very
important role and have the big influence on process



of pinch itself. Real measurings can be make if only
the whole object exists already as real hardware. The
changes in technological process of manufacturing or
assembling the door can lead to new measuring cycle,
because of they serve as base for firmware calibration.

There are almost always the both analog and digital
parts in the system simulation of mechatronics device.
VHDL AMS simulators have two cores: one for digital
and an another for analog evaluation. The language WL
gives the possibility to proceed the events in it. But the
combination of analog and event parts together is task
of model developer.

9 Summary
The simulation of mechatronics devices requires the us-
ing system of approach to problem. An universal sim-
ulation does not exist, because of every simulation de-
livers the answers on technically correctly formulated
questions. The subsystems from different domains are
necessary "bricks" to build system simulation. These
component models are also dependent upon formulated
problems. The features, which are interesting for one
problem, can be not useful at all for another

There is big gap between modern engineering and
industrial science at present. The complexity of tools
makes the user full helpless by usage of it. It would
be developed the universal simulation tool from point
view of the tool developer. In the same time, the main
task the simulation engineer is quickly to give answer at
industrial questions but no rather investigate of power
of the tool which can do all. The trust to "universal"
tools is inverse proportional to complexity of tool. The
great example for it is progress on development of oper-
ational systems for PC. The mechatronics device is the
best possibility to learn how can be coped the complex-
ity of real system.

The most important rule of system simulation is "all
what for problem is needed and nothing else!". Con-
sequences of this rule is clear separation the interests
on level subsystem and system. Only integration engi-
neer can formulate correctly the requirement to simula-
tion on system level. The questions like who and where
should such simulation be created, maintained are re-
maining open in modern industrial structure. It can be
seen the trend and interest to system understanding, but
every domain has its accent at own product. The con-
stantly rising complexity of integrated parts in system
leads to growing interest to technical analysis on system

level. The system simulation can help really by that.
The system simulation is useful at early development
phase to assure the concept. The system simulation will
been having place in near future at some service compa-
nies offering the testing of mechatronics concepts. The
certification of components of mechatronics system will
be reason for supplying the models of subcomponent
of system level. It will be not reasonable to start the
mechatronics project without virtual testing for proper
functionality of device. Such approach is already ap-
proved in domain of electronics. To sell the subcom-
ponent, a company will be forced to deliver functional
model at system level. The such testing is not full war-
ranty of project success however it is better protection
of technical solution than it is happened at present.

More dynamics brings essential changings in meth-
ods of analysis the system. "Analysis of curvers" will
replace the "analysis of numbers". For effective system
analysis, it is required more analogies between elec-
tronics and mechanics domains. It will bring the un-
derstanding of system at more higher level.
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